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1.0 Abstract
Numerical simulation of the propagation of an arbitrarily shaped, three-dimensional crack
can be a tedious, time-consuming process. This is especially true for 3-D cracks
propagating on interfaces between various electronic materials in semiconductor
packages. In addition to accurately accounting for the peculiar nature of the crack tip
stress field associated with interface cracks, systematically "advancing" the crack must be
based on an efficient numerical crack advance algorithm. Other important considerations
for simulating 3-D crack propagation include: the creation of a solid model, the definition
of the crack front, calculation of the stress intensity factors along the crack front, and
finally, remeshing in the vicinity of the crack front after each incremental crack advance.
In this study, a technique is described that combines the use of the ANSYS finite element
software and a specialized finite element program, FRAC3D, developed at Lehigh
University, to simulate crack front propagation of arbitrary 3-D cracks. This method uses
the classical fatigue crack growth rate "law" developed by Paris and Erdogan to simulate
stable crack growth under cyclic loading conditions. As a practical example in reliability
analysis, the method is applied to a semiconductor package with a comer-crack. Results
from two comer crack shapes, one fillet-shaped and one quarter-circular, are presented
and compared. Plots for each are included showing the advancement of the crack front
and the changes in the stress intensity factors, strain energy release rates, and phase
angles over the twenty iterations performed.
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2.0 Introduction
2.1 - Background Information
Components that contain bimaterial interfaces and that are subjected to residual or
external stresses may experience failure within either of the constituent materials or along
the interface. The failure mechanism depends on the geometry of the specimen, the
loading, the matrix toughness, and the interface fracture resistance [1].
In layered structures such as electronic packages, the mechanical integrity is
determined by the adhesive strength of the interfaces between dissimilar materials. The
plastic flip-chip package is one such electronic package of particular interest. Since
interfaces are numerous in a flip-chip package (i.e. die/passivation, passivation/underfill,
underfill/solder mask, and solder mask/circuit board) and likely to debond, the interfacial
strength at each interface plays a key role in determining the reliability of a flip-chip
structure. These interfaces are common locations of failure initiation during testing,
storage, and operation. Interfacial delamination between the epoxy underfill material and
the silicon is the most often observed failure mode in these electronic packages.
Therefore, accurate studies and simulations of interfacial adhesive strength and failure
modes allow for improved understanding of the structural reliability [2].
By their nature, materials used in semiconductors packages have widely varying
mechanical properties, including elastic modulus and coefficient of thermal expansion.
The large differences in the material properties between silicon and epoxy underfill resins
make interfacial boundaries the most common location for cracks to initiate and
propagate [3]. A sketch with the locations of stress singularities annotated can be seen in
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Figure 1. In the work described here, interface cracks originating and propagating out
from the corner of a semiconductor chip package have been simulated using finite
element software. Figure 2 is a schematic showing a corner crack that started on the bond
plane of a bimaterial interface. The series of pictures in Figure 3 shows the progressive
development of a corner crack. Values preceding TC are the number of thermal cycles
undergone to produce the cracked image shown. Note the very low cycle fatigue and the
severity of the damage done at these levels.
Simulating the progression shown in the C-SAM images of Figure 3 is the goal of
this work; to produce a numerical simulation that imitates the movement of a crack front
and gives a reasonable estimate of the number of thermal cycles to failure. Numerical
simulations of fatigue failure can be performed in two types of analysis, two-dimensional
and three-dimensional. Two-dimensional analyses are limited to applications in axi-
symmetric, plane stress, and plane strain problems. Three-dimensional models are larger
in terms of degrees of freedom and must represent a significant portion of the cracked
body. In the tensile and thermal interface cracks presented here, three-dimensional
models are required [4].
Creating a finite element model of a three-dimensional crack and simulating its
propagation are tasks that many researchers are currently examining. The problem
consists primarily of five steps, which generally are:
1) meshing the problem of interest
2) defining the crack
3) calculating stress intensity factors
4) driving the crack forward
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5) moving the crack front nodes
The exact structure of the algorithm utilized here is detailed further in Section 5.0 The
Propagation Algorithm. For crack propagation, repetition of steps two through five
continues until an ending condition is satisfied, Le. the crack reaches a specified length, a
critical number of loading cycles have been completed, or the stress intensity factor
exceeds the critical value, K/c, and failure occurs or crack arrest occurs.
To simulate crack propagation, an equation must relate the stress intensity factor
to the number of cyclic load applications and the crack length extension. This is done in
the commonly used Paris-Erdogan crack growth law [5]
da =C(MvndN J , (1)
which represents the most basic form of this law for crack propagation in isotropic,
homogeneous materials. Here t1K is the stress intensity factor and C and m are material
constants. Variables a and N are the length of the crack and the number of fatigue cycles
applied to the crack, respectively. Solving for a or N can be accomplished by integrating
Equation 1, where one of the values is generally selected in advance [5]. For example, a
choice could be made to integrate for 300 cycles (N) to determine the crack extension (a)
or for a crack extension of 0.1 millimeters (in a), to calculate the number of cycles (N).
dai = c.(M.)m,
dN I I (2)
Equation 2 can be applied to 3-D numerical simulations using finite elements,
where i is a single node from the set of crack front nodes. To propagate the crack,
Equation 2 must be solved for each node along the crack front (see Figure 4). This
equation allows the material properties C and m to vary by node; in homogeneous,
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isotropic materials these values remain constant for each crack front node. C and mare
specific material properties that can be affected by environmental factors including
corrosion and temperature and by material properties such as plastic zone size and
microstructure. Specimen and crack geometry as well as loading configuration are taken
into consideration during the calculation of the stress intensity factors.
(3)
In Equation 3, Nf is the final number of fatigue cycles for the crack to advance a
given length, while aj and afare the initial and final crack lengths, respectively. Usually,
afis determined by the condition KI(a} = K]c(a}.
There are three distinct categories of basic fracture mechanisms. Mode I, denoted
K], loading occurs for cracks under 'opening' or tensile loading, mode II, KII, represents
sliding or shearing, while mode III, KIll, is a tearing shear. A mixed mode problem is one
in which combinations of the possible modes, explained above, exists. Equations 1-3 are
generally only used in cases where the loading is purely mode I, mode II, or mode III. For
these cases, Me can be computed and the appropriate form of the equation can be applied.
Each stress intensity factor result for cracks in homogeneous materials is independent,
but for interface problems, stress intensity factors for mode I and mode II are coupled and
do not have the same physical meaning (or units) as in the homogeneous cases [3].
Thermal loading problems are a common example of a mixed mode problem with
coupled stress intensity factors. To solve this type of problem, a new equation is
introduced, similar to that found in [6].
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da; =C (/),.G. )mi
dN ; I (4)
C and m are material-related properties that must be determined empirically and LtG is the
strain energy release rate, which can be calculated based on the stress intensity factors
[6]. In mixed-mode numerical simulations such as those performed here, the LtG value
calculated from the stress intensity factors, as shown in Equation 5, must be used, rather
than the L1K values. LtG is used because it relates K[, Kll, and Klll in their proper
proportions. The interaction of the stress intensity factors and their relation to the strain
energy release rate is of particular interest on bimaterial interfaces. In the following
equations, subscripts I and 2 apply to the material properties of the attached materials.
The following equation relates these parameters to the total strain energy release rate, G-
TOTAL,
where fJ. is the shear modulus and
(5)
1
-=
(plane stress)
(plane strain)
(6)
while e is the oscillatory index defined as
8 =_1In[l- /3].
2;r 1+ /3
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(7)
This equation introduces {3, the second of Dundurs' parameters, which are quantifications
of the elastic mismatch between the materials in bimaterial problems. Defined in terms of
the material properties, Dundurs' parameters are [7]
In the equations in 11, K is used, and it is defined as
{
3- 4v (plane stress)
IC = 3
1
+-VV (plane strain) (9)
In bi-material interface fracture problems, typical stress intensity factor
calculations yield meaningless results. An example of a problem that arises is that,
without changing the dimensions of a problem, the sign of the stress intensity factor can
change depending on the unit system (SI or English) chosen for the calculation. To obtain
more conventional units, the stress intensity factors are "rotated" or normalized using the
equations below, which can be derived from Rice [8] and which appear in their current
form in Nied [3]
K[ = K[ cos(e lnL)- Kll sin(elnL)
Kll = K[ sin(81nL)+ Kll cos(elnL)
(10)
(11)
where e is the oscillatory index and L is an arbitrary length. To adequately characterize
the mode-mixity of a crack front, two phase angles are calculated to capture the ratio of
shear to crack opening mode behavior. In contrast to two-dimensional crack problems
where mode III is usually not considered, phase angles 'If and rp are required for three-
dimensional cracks, as studied here. The phase angle 'If, is a measure of in-plane shear to
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normal stress, given by the ratio of Kll to K[ and is shown in Equation 12. The second
phase angle, rp, is a ratio of tearing shear to normal stress, KIll to K[ and was suggested, as
shown below in Equation 13, by Begley and Ambrico [4]
(12)
(13)
Values for phase angle ranges from 'I' = 0°, pure tension (in the y-direction), to 'I' =± 90°,
pure shear in the ± x directions while the second phase angle, rp, is similar with rp = 0° in
tension and rp =± 90° as pure shear in the ± z direction.
A significant effect of the phase angles and the coupled mode I and mode II
results is that to duplicate the conditions near a crack tip for a crack of length R, loaded in
tension ('I' = 0°), for another crack of length R' (=f R), the body must be loaded by a
combination of tension and shear [8]. In order to maintain consistency with the
normalized Kll and K[ values, Kll to Kf respectively, phase angles must be "rotated" as
well. The "rotated" phase angles are
"
axu " -I KIf loL
-" ='I'L=tan -,,-='1'+8
ayy K1
and
" . tan-I KIll({JL = -,,-
Kf
(14)
(15)
In equations 14 and 15, L is an arbitrary length used for normalization. Although the
unrotated phase angle, '1', is strongly dependent on the unit system used, IfL' is
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independent of unit system. For more information and a complete description of the
derivation of equations 10, 11, and 14, see articles by Rice [8] and Nied [3], while
equation 15 is attained in a similar fashion from an equation presented in [4].
2.2 - The State-of-the-Art
The methods for solving three-dimensional crack propagation and simulation are
numerous and widely varying. Each researcher or group mentioned below approaches the
problem using 'unique software or methods; there is no standard numerical approach to
crack growth simulation and propagation. Since crack propagation is relevant to many
catastrophic failures, research groups apply their solutions to relevant industrial
problems, many of which are from the aeronautics industry where cyclic loading can
cause catastrophic failures.
In [9], Lin and Smith began describing a technique they fully documented in [5,
10, and 11]. This scheme uses the ~-point nodal displacement method and J-integral
energy release rate to compute the stress intensity factor at each node. After these
calculations have been performed, the Paris law, as described earlier, is used to calculate
the distance of crack extension. Care is taken in assembling the model; special concern is
given to the mesh mismatch at the boundary between the coarse uncracked portion of the
model and the cracked block. The mesh mismatch is mitigated by the use of the 'multi-
point constraint' method. Using the Paris law, the post-processor advances the comer
nodes of the crack front elements exactly to their new positions. Remaining crack front
nodes are then approximately fit using a cubic spline curve; this can guarantee that the
nodes are spaced properly. In their research, Lin and Smith have found that a cubic spline
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gives much smoother results than using a series of straight lines to connect the crack front
nodes [5].
To study how accurately their method works, [10] compares the numerical results
of Lin and Smith with analytical solutions by Newman and Raju and various empirical
results. Figures show originally elliptical and circular crack fronts propagating through a
finite thickness specimen in tension, bending, and a combination of the two. Most
interesting are the results that show elliptical crack fronts evolving into circular cracks
unGler tensile loads. Overall, the crack propagation method utilized in articles [5, 10, and
11] by Lin and Smith seems to produce realistic results that compare favorably with
others. The main weakness of this scheme is that it can only be applied to problems with
mode I stress intensity factors. Therefore, only cracks in tension and bending can be
studied, mixed-mode and interface cracks cannot.
In [12], O'Donoghue et aI. investigated crack propagation using the finite element
alternating method (FEAM) developed by Atluri and others and implemented with 2D
and 3D versions in a program called SAFEFLAW. The FEAM solves the crack problem
using two solutions, an analytical solution for an embedded elliptical crack in an infinite
body and a finite element calculation of the stresses in the uncracked body. Using an
iterative algorithm, the stress intensity factors are calculated along the crack front. The
primary benefit of FEAM over traditional techniques is that it is relatively efficient;
rather than a highly refined model of the crack front or the use of enhanced 'crack tip
elements', a standard finite element analysis can be performed on a coarser mesh using
fewer number of elements by roughly an order ofmagnitude. The stress intensity factor at
each node is computed by summing those computed over the required iterations, usually
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four or five. In addition, the authors claim that FEAM can calculate mode I, II, and III
stress intensity factors accurately, although only mode I is demonstrated in [12].
O'Donoghue et aL examined the application of FEAM to various aircraft components.
Instead of determining numbers of cycles, the results are in the practical units of
'equivalent flight hours' to failure. Specifically, this team examined the fatigue
propagation of three partially elliptical cracks in a countersunk rivet hole and a quarter-
elliptical crack emanating from a weep hole in a vertical riser [12].
The Element Free Galerkin (EFG) method, as described by Krysl and Belytschko
in [13], uses a variation on the finite element method. Instead of elements in the vicinity
of the predicted crack front, there is an 'EFG superelement' which is divided into
hexahedral 'background' elements, with only nodes placed within this region. A
drawback is that solving the equations within the EFG superelement becomes more
computationally expensive. Stress intensity factors are used to drive the crack front once
'advance vectors' are calculated. Flat triangles are used to represent the crack while
straight-line segments represent the crack front. Once the edge of the specimen has been
reached, the program trims and modifies the directions that future crack advances can
make. If the crack front triangles grow beyond geometric bounds set for them, the
adaptive meshing algorithm can divide or combine these triangles to maintain their
desired sizes [13].
Using EFG, idealized cracks have been studied to compare results with theoretical
findings. These include an inclined through crack, an embedded penny-shaped crack, an
inclined, internal, penny-shaped crack, and a straight through crack in a rectangular bar
loaded in tension and torsion. The results of each of these simulations can be compared to
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expected solutions. A comparison is made between the Modes I, II, and III stress
intensity factors for the embedded penny-shaped crack and those predicted analytically.
Since energy release rates are used in crack propagation, the EFG method can be used in
mixed-mode problems. After each crack advance, a new mesh in not needed; only the
shape functions must be modified due to changes in the nodal supports. Another positive
feature of this method is that it allows for non-planar crack growth; results for each of
Krysl and Belytschko's simulations show 'wavy' (non-planar) crack surfaces similar to
those seen in real-life fatigue failures [13].
In his work, Galdos [14] calculates crack extensions by using energy release rates
computed using the crack-tip contour J-integral, which has been converted into a volume
domain integral. After calculating the energy release rates along the edge of the crack, the
crack growth scheme is implemented. This starts by using the following equation
v(s)=a(G~:)J (16)
where s runs along the crack front, V(s) and a have dimensions of velocity, fJ is a material
property, and Gc and G(s) are the critical and point wise energy release rates, respectively
[14]. Using the velocity, each crack-tip extension is calculated over a given time, similar
to Equations 2 and 3, with time, L1(, as the independent variable instead of the number of
"
,
cycles, L1N.
Galdos has applied his research to the solution of a finite cylindrical body with a
,
circular crack or a semi-elliptical crack in a block of material. Circular crack results very
closely mirror those predicted by Bentham, whereas the semi-elliptical crack results were
consistent with the results computed by Newman and Raju. Although Galdos claims the
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method used in [14] can be applied to interfacial problems, it is not demonstrated in this
article. The bimaterial crack cited in the title refers to crack advancement that takes place
within a single materiaL In this case, the crack advances on a plane perpendicular to the
interface; this advancement is meant to study the development of a crack as it approaches
an interface [14]. Overall, the method described by Galdos seems adequate, although
using the elapsed time instead of a number of loadings seems to unnecessarily add an
extra variable.
In a very different analysis technique than the finite element codes mentioned
above, BEASY (Boundary Element Analysis SYstem) uses the dual boundary element
method (DBEM). BEASY is boundary element software that includes both a meshing
algorithm and an analysis package. As explained in references [15], [16], and [17],
DBEM computes both the stresses and displacements by using a special 'dual' element.
An advantage of the boundary element method is that it requires only the surfaces,
exterior and crack faces, to be meshed as opposed to the entire domain required for finite
elements. This allows for the insertion of a crack, with its mesh, into a model where mesh
refinement alone will be necessary [16]. Some drawbacks of the boundary element
method (BEM) when compared to the finite element method are that it can be used only
for certain linear problems, the BEM produces more difficult element integrals, and the
BEM is considered an order of magnitude more difficult to implement [18].
BEASY can calculate mode I, II, and III stress intensity factors for embedded,
surface, and interface cracks [17]. From these computed values, a Keffis compared to a
threshold value Kth, and if Keff is greater, the crack will advance. Keff is calculated as
shown in Equation 17 [15]
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(17)
This equation is then substituted for L1G in Equation 4. The direction and size of the crack
extension are then computed with an incremental crack surface; the calculations are then
performed to determine the number of loads required for that extension. An advantage of
this method is that with each iteration of the crack advance algorithm, the program adds
another layer of elements to the crack front and then computes if refinement is needed; if
so, more elements are added [16].
There are simple test cases such as a cylindrical tensile case and a non-uniformly
loaded square case. BEASY has als.o been used to calculate the growth of an embedded
semi-circular crack near the base of a gear tooth, in a crankshaft, and in the delamination
of a section of patched aircraft skin. In the gear tooth and crankshaft simulations and in
the non-uniform loading cases, the crack propagates in a non-planar manner, a very
attractive feature possible with the BEASY simulation package [15, 16].
Investigators at Cornell University including Wawrzynek and Ingraffea are using
a FRacture ANalysis Code for arbitrary, non-planar 3D crack growth (called FRANC3D)
to study automated 3D fracture problems [19, 20, and 21]. FRANC3D, a program that
can create either boundary or finite element meshes, stores topological information about
the solids rather than geometric information because this allows for improved accuracy.
Propagation can be performed on one (or more) non-planar cracks simultaneously, and
criteria for crack development are calculated node by node, rather than by averaging as is
done with software such as NASCRAC or NASAIFLAGRO also examined in [21]. The
topological representation in FRANC3D requires the use of a 'tear' operator to separate
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volumes, planes, lines, and vertices when a crack propagates through them. FRANC3D
.predicts the location for the crack tip nodes and it then creates new edges there. Each
node is advanced based on the L1K, the stress intensity factor. Next, logic algorithms use
loops to combine new nodes and vertices into elements which are then connected to the
existing crack surfaces [19]. Furthering this work, a large group of researchers is
examining running simulations on parallel processor clusters to greatly reduce run times
[20]. To verify the FRANC3D simulation results, [19] and [21] present comparisons to
NASCRAC and NASAIFLAGRO as well as experimental results. The accuracy of the
reported results varies depending on the test, but the shape at failure is very accurately
predicted by FRANC3D. In both [19] and [21], the solutions discussed involve only
mode I stress intensity factors for both planar and non-planar cracks. No mention is made
of FRANC3D capabilities to solve mixed-mode or interface problems.
3.0 Material Properties
On a bimaterial interface, the inherent variation in the materials causes crack
initiation and propagation due to the mismatch of the thermal expansion between the
materials. The materials have dissimilar coefficients of thermal expansion, and to create
stresses within the model, a temperature change need only be prescribed. In
semiconductor packaging, one of the critical interfaces is a silicon/epoxy boundary. The
differences between the material properties of silicon and typical epoxy underfills are
drastic, with Young's modulus varying by an order of magnitude and up to 20%
difference in Poisson's ratio.
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Developing polymers for electronic packaging applications has been vital to the
continuing advancement of the microelectronics industry. These polymers have many
uses including as photoresists for microlithography and as an insulating dielectric
material in chips, in displays, and in interconnects. In the simulations cited here, the
underfill material used was benzocyclobutene (BCB). BCB is a low-dielectric-constant
(low-k) polymer developed for microelectronic packaging and interconnects. This epoxy
(DOW Chemical trade name CYCLOTENETM) has become widely used because of its
favorable qualities: low dielectric constant, low electrical current loss at high frequencies,
low moisture absorption, low cure temperature, high degree of planarization, low level of
ionic contaminants, high optical clarity, good thermal stability, excellent chemical
resistance, and good compatibility with various metallization systems [22].
A BCB/silicon bond was used in this study because it is the only microelectronics
material interface known to have fatigue crack growth characterization using the Paris
law (Equations 1-4) parameters necessary for the type of simulation performed here.
Snodgrass et al [6] have investigated the fatigue failure of BCB/silicon bonds bonded
with a CYCLOTENETM polymer resin. Their results are presented in Table 1 [6]. The
values of C and m presented correlate to the interface bonding constants found in
Equation 4, above. Material properties for these simulations were assumed isotropic
because of the increased difficulty associated with anisotropy. In addition, any
temperature dependent behavior of silicon, epoxy, or the interface bond has been
simplified to these two parameters.
Snodgrass et al [6] fabricated their speCImens usmg a BCB-type polymer
(CYCLOTENETM 3022-35, Dow Chemical Co.) sandwiched between two silicon
16
substrates with native oxide surfaces. The tests performed with these specimens included
a dual cantilever beam with tensile loadings on the top and bottom surfaces. Specimens
tested in this manner determined only the mode I stress intensity factors and the related
strain energy release rate. Other tests were carried out using a 'mixed-mode delaminating
beam' where a beam in four-point bending was given a 'pre-notch' through the center of
the top silicon layer. An initial crack length was also introduced [6]. Unfortunately, the
mixed-mode tests carried out here only accounted for mode I and II fracture. It is also
possible, that the total strain energy release rate, when mode III is included, would be
higher than that computed by either of the tests performed in [6].
Silicon is a commonly used material with well-defmed material properties.
Polymers are not as easily defined, since each can have very different characteristics.
Table 2 displays the material properties of silicon and BCB.
4.0 Static Results
4.1- Finite Element Modeling
In this research, a finite element program called FRAC3D was used. This finite
element software, developed at Lehigh University, uses the enriched element formulation
that is described in detail in [23] by Ayhan and Nied. An advantage of this method is its
versatility; enriched elements can be applied to arbitrarily curved crack fronts in a
straightforward manner. Other capabilities of this method include interface cracks and
cracks in orthotropic materials. Accurate calculations of stress intensity factors and strain
energy release rates are essential to eliminating a large source of error in fatigue life
predictions. Previously results from FRAC3D [23, 24] have been compared to known
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analytical solutions. In each case, the finite element results have compared favorably with
the analytical solution with maximum error of a few percent.
In this study, the finite element model is formed by a macro using the ANSYS
Parametric Design Language (APDL). First a material is selected, either silicon or the
BCB polymer. Then, the line of the crack front for the initial step is defined. Next, two
areas are created, one with the crack front and one that is the uncracked interior of the
model. Each of these areas is extruded to form a volume. The lines surrounding the crack
surface are duplicated and attached to the original crack front. These lines form another
area. This new crack surface and the original uncracked area are extruded in the direction
opposite that of the previous extrusion. This new portion is given the material properties
of the second material. Finally, these four volumes are meshed.
A finite element mesh of one of the models can be seen in Figure 5. The model
consists of four volumes and is composed of two materials, silicon in blue, and the BCB
polymer layer in red. Top views in red will show the polymer layer. Typically, including
for the results shown here, the model is run with the width and depth, 'W' and 'D',
dimensions equal to each other with a value of 0.05. Tl and T2, the thickness of the epoxy
and silicon layers, are set equal with a value of 0.01. The x- and y-axis lengths of the
cracked surface, 'a' and 'b' respectively, are generally set equal with a value of 0.004, to
form a symmetric crack front. Since the model is parametric, new values for these
parameters can easily be specified with each new execution of the algorithm. The values
above length units of meters, which means that the crack starts with lengths of 4 mm on
each axis.
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The two beginning crack shapes that were studied, shown in top view, are a
quarter-circular comer crack shown in Figure 6a and what will be called a fillet-shaped
comer crack, shown in Figure 6b. A side view showing the two materials and the level of
refinement at the crack front and along the interface is shown in Figure 7. All volumes
are meshed using 20-noded brick elements. Both the circular and fillet shapes have equal
numbers of nodes and elements because the method which creates the finite element
models divides the lines into equal numbers of sections each time it is executed. In
ANSYS, the volumes are meshed using the VMESH command for the uncracked
volumes; for volumes with crack faces, a sweep mesh is used (the VSWEEP command in
ANSYS). After examining numerous cases, it was found, for both types of crack fronts,
that the number of crack-front elements is critical to the accurate calculation of smooth
strain energy release rate results. In order to obtain the greatest level of crack tip .
refinement and resolution, 40 elements were placed along the crack front. The integration
order of the crack front enriched elements is critical in calculating accurate results,
therefore high integration orders from 32 - 40 were used.
Because of time requirements for running the models, it was found to be
impractical to use a large number of elements within the cracked block. Running
FRAC3D on a model of 19,200 elements and 84,665 nodes on one processor of a multi-
processor Unix workstation required approximately 3 hours per iteration (the mesh of this
model can be seen for the quarter-circular crack in Figure 5). Over a 20-iteration
simulation, such a run time was deemed unacceptable. No significant changes in the
results were observed when the size of the model was reduced to 5600 elements and
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26,317 nodes while maintaining 40 elements along the crack front (these are the meshes
shown in Figure 6).
In its current state, the crack propagation algorithm has no provision for crack
front refinement as the crack front grows. This means that as a crack advances and
becomes longer it will always have the same number of crack tip elements. Also, for
accurate results to be calculated along the free surfaces, a high degree of refinement is
required at these locations. Adaptive mesh refinement also has not been incorporated into
the current meshing algorithm performed in the APDL.
All post-processing of the finite element results from FRAC3D has been
performed in MayaVi (version 1.3), free scientific data visualization software (available
to download at http://mayavLsourceforge.net). Advantages of MayaVi are that it runs on
most operating systems and has a straightforward graphical user interface.
4.2 - Results from the First Step
'Figure 8 shows the normalized stress intensity factors along the interfacial crack
front for the quarter-circular comer crack when subjected to a -10°C uniform temperature
change. In both models, symmetry boundary conditions have been placed on the two
bimaterial surfaces that the crack front does not intersect (x-z and y-z planes). Essentially
the model simulates a bimaterial block with four identical comer cracks; only one is
shown. It can be seen in Figure 8 that each of the stress intensity factors is relevant in
calculating the total G because their magnitudes are comparable; KII has the greatest
magnitude between approximately 10° and 80° resulting in high magnitude phase angles,
iJL , (> 60°). The results here can be compared to those in [3], although the signs of KII ,
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Km, and e have changed. This is due to a change in the sign of e due to switching the
upper and lower materials. Including more crack front elements has led to the smoother
curves presented here. Another conclusion that can be drawn from the figures is that for
the thermal quarter-circular crack, shear behavior dominates the entire crack front.
The normalization is with respect to a flat, circular crack embedded in silicon
subjected to a thermal stress defined by aT = E\a\AT , where E/ and 0./ are the elastic
modulus and the coefficient of thermal expansion in silicon, respectively (and the value
can be found in Table 2). For these simulations, the arbitrary length constant, L, has been
defmed as the thickness of each of the materials, 10 mm. The normalizing KIT is
calculated usingKlT ='l:-(J'T..{;; ; the a used is the distance from the origin to the crack
7r
front at the central node, 4 mm in the circular case and 1.97 mm for the fillet-shaped case.
For interface cracks, strain energy release rate determines the crack advance. The
normalized quarter-circular crack strain energy release rates are shown in Figure 9. This
graph includes multiplication by (L1Ti, since GIT depends on KiT' This result indicates
that the quarter-circular comer crack will advance most rapidly near the free surfaces and
more slowly in the center. The effective stresses are plotted in Figure 10 for the side view
and near the crack front with the warping scaled by 100 times. The first plot shows the
warping of the entire structure while the second illustrates that the intersection of the
crack front and the free surface is the region with the highest stresses.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 present data similar to that in Figure 8 and Figure 9; the
difference is that the former are the results of the fillet-shaped crack. The graph in Figure
11a shows a significant decrease in the magnitude of Km while KI andkII have become
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approximately equal in magnitude and almost constant. Due to these factors, the phase
angles, rPL and iPL' fluctuate much less. Meanwhile, Figure 12 shows a normalized G
with opposite trends of those seen in Figure 9.
With the general information gathered from these first strain energy release rate
graphs, it is possible to draw general conclusions about an advanced crack shape. For the
quarter-circular crack, the edges will propagate much more quickly than the rest of the
crack front, while the middle of the fillet-shaped crack will advance faster than the edges.
Figure 13 is a plot of the effective stresses in the fillet-shaped crack; most notable here
are the highest thermally induced stresses along the crack front and around the perimeter
of the interface.
In Figure 8 - Figure 12, the graphs are quite smooth. The general exceptions here
are the three to five nodes closest to each edge of the plots, although Figure 8 and Figure
9 are the worst. Near these free surfaces, obtaining accurate stress intensity factor results
is difficult without very high levels of refinement, which would have substantially
prolonged simulation times. This study examines primarily the overall 'macroscopic'
shape of the propagating cracks and is not overly concerned with these small fluctuations.
However, this seemingly small problem prevented the automatic remeshing required for
the smooth operation of the crack propagation algorithm because a few elements became
too skewed and misshapen for ANSYS to permit the meshes to be used. To compensate
for this, a curve-smoothing process was developed to extrapolate the curve over the last
two elements, replacing the results from these nodes and elements. Therefore, the nodes
and elements adjacent to the free surfaces are not those calculated directly from the stress
intensity factors because those are unreliable.
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5.0 The Propagation Algorithm
5.1 - Creating the Models
The work detailed in this study focuses on creating an algorithm that performs the
tasks of creating and automatically advancing an arbitrary crack front using the finite
element software ANSYS to generate the finite element mesh. Completing this task uses
a newly developed macro that links the operation of multiple existing programs. The
ANSYS parametric design language (APDL) is used to automate the ANSYS commands
and to run various independent programs without having to exit the ANSYS software.
A cracked solid model mesh is created using commercial ANSYS finite element
software. For more detail on this, see Section 4.1 - Finite Element Modeling. Crucial
finite element and crack front information is written to data files that are used as input for
FRAC3D, software developed at Lehigh for fracture mechanics studies. Ayhan and Nied
provide an in-depth look at the workings of FRAC3D version 1.0; see [24]. The strain
energy release rate results from FRAC3D are used in the Paris Law (Equation 4) to
advance the crack front. A flow chart of the process, as explained here, is shown in
Figure 14.
Before running the APDL macro, a small program called WRITERUN (Unix) or
'runfile.exe' (Windows) must be executed. This simple program produces a *.run file.
Writing the *.run file requires the user to input the type of analysis to be performed
(whether it is non-linear, thermal or fracture), the material properties, the type of enriched
elements used on the crack front and other parameters of the problem to be solved [24].
Since the algorithm will use the same material properties and finite element settings
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during each iteration, the user must write this file before runnmg the automated
algorithm. Heffes has explained this procedure for a general case, a curved crack, and a
straight crack in [25, 26, and 27], respectively.
The first step in a crack propagation problem is to create the geometry of the
model with its initial crack. This is done quickly with the macro, as it requires inputs
including the dimensions of the cr~cked block and the crack itself. Other preliminary data
include meshing parameters, the necessary material constants, and, for thermal problems,
the uniform temperature difference that will be applied. Next, ANSYS generates and
meshes the solid model. Here boundary conditions and loads are applied to the model and
an ending parameter is specified.
From ANSYS six files are required as inputs for the FRAC3D software. These
files are lists of the following: the elemental connectivity for the complete model, the
nodes in the specimen, the applied loads (both mechanical and thermal), the boundary
conditions, the crack front elements and their connectivity, and the crack tip nodes. The
first four list files can be written easily using commands directly available within
ANSYS. With the crack front defined, lists of the crack front nodes and elements are
written.
These files are exported from ANSYS and read into a program called CONVERT.
This program combines the data from the six list files and creates a *.geo file with this
information. This is a file, in ASCII format, that contains the ANSYS data, but its order
has been configured for use in FRAC3D. To run thermal analyses, another simple
program called UNITEMP is executed from within the ANSYS macro. This program
writes a *.tem file that contains a list of nodes and the uniform temperature change that
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will be applied to them. For the models listed here, all the nodes were specified to
undergo the same temperature variation.
Next, the algorithm begins running the FRAC3D finite element software, which
calculates the stress intensity factors and the strain energy release rates for each node
along the crack front. The files needed as inputs into FRAC3D software are the *.run,
*.geo, and *.tem files, which give the required information for running the simulation.
The next step in the algorithm is to take the strain energy release rate results calculated by
FRAC3D and implement them into calculating a crack extension length for each crack
front node. Strain energy release rates are calculated at each node, so the crack should
advance smoothly. The appropriate form of the Paris Law, shown in Equations 2, 3, and
4, is applied here. Using these equations, the propagation distance is calculated for each
node to move forward. After calculating the distance, the direction portion of the crack
advance vector is determined. ANSYS outputs the slope of the crack front at each node.
Using this information, the crack front nodes are moved normal to the slope of the crack.
After each step, the macro produces result files. One such file is the ANSYS
database with the nodes and elements so the user can go back to see the exact shape of
the crack as it progresses. This is also important for troubleshooting, identifying exact
problems, and locating problematic regions. Another output is a file of the x and y values
of the keypoints (nodes) along the crack front. This is helpful for recreating the crack
shape at each step as well as verifying whether the expected symmetry has been
maintained. Another set of results of primary importance is the crack size (x- and y-axis
intercepts) and the number of loading cycles required to complete that distance of crack
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propagation. The slope of the crack front at each node is also written to a file to be used
by ANSYS as mentioned earlier.
If the crack completes one of the termination criteria established earlier, the
program stops. Such criteria include running through the macro a specified number of
iterations, the crack reaching a determined length, the completion of a specified number
of cyclic loadings, or catastrophic failure occurs, Gc is exceeded. If termination criteria
are not met, the process repeats. In [13], Krysl and Belytschko suggest that the remeshing
of a solid model must be automatic in order to incorporate evolving geometry and update
a changing mesh. In this research, the mesh is cleared, and the geometry is deleted. The
crack front location information for the next step is read in from the data files stored
during the previous step. A new crack front is placed through the keypoints calculated
earlier and a spline is used to fit a smooth curve through the keypoints of the new crack
front. The entire structure is reconstructed and remeshed, and a new crack front is
formed. In the method explained here, exterior dimensions of the cracked block are
maintained by being specified directly in the APDL.
5.2 - Mathematics ofPropagation
To propagate a crack, the proper form of the Paris-Erdogan fatigue fracture law,
shown in Equations 2 and 4, is used. For cases where a single fracture mode is present,
Equation 2 can be used. Mixed-mode loading requires the use of Equation 4. Assuming
an interface crack, the first calculation needed for a new crack front is the calculation of
strain energy release rates along the existing crack front. Next, assuming isotropic
material properties, Cand m will be constant at each node. Finite approximations must be
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made for the derivative terms, da and dN. Next, a finite value must be selected for L1amax,
and the equation solved as shown below,
(18)
The L1G used here is the maximum of any node along the crack front. Since all the values
on the right hand side are known, a value is computed for L1N. Finally, this L1N remains
constant while calculating L1a for the rest of the crack front nodes with the equation in
this form,
(19)
Once a crack propagation length, L1a, has been calculated for each crack front node, the
slope of the crack front is used to place exactly the next crack front location for that node.
Over each step, the crack advances 0.0001 m (0.1 mm) normal to the crack front at a
specified node; more on the selection ofL1a follows.
6.0 Results
6.1 - Crack Propagation Results
The expected results of the crack front propagation algorithm are that a 'steady-
state' for the strain energy release rates will be reached. This does not imply that the
crack will stop growing; rather it means that the crack front shape has been determined
assuming a uniform L1G along the crack front under steady state conditions. The crack
propagation results are presented in Figure 15 and Figure 16; they show the successive
locations of the comer nodes for the quarter-circular and the fillet-shaped cracks,
respectively. For the quarter-circular crack, this node is on the free surface while the
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fillet-shaped crack moves the central node. It can be noted that each step moves
significantly farther than 0.1 mm. This is due to the sharp angles « 45°) at which the
crack fronts meet the free surface. For an intersection angle of 30° - 45°, it is expected,
using simple trigonometry, that the crack must move along the x and y-axes at a rate
between ..)0.02 =0.141mm and 0.20mm per iteration. Both of these figures also have a
straight line connecting the nodes on the free surface of the final step. This is included to
show clearly the curvature of the crack front. The finite element meshes are shown at the
last step in Figure 17.
The final shape simulated here is similar to that seen in Figure 3 at the third step
in the progression. It can be seen that both the quarter-circular and fillet-shaped cracks
evolve toward a similar shape. Lin and Smith describe this tendency in [10] by saying an
advancing crack "will grow towards a so-called preferred propagation path (PPP) that is
related to the loading mode, whatever the shape of its initial defect. The rate of such a
tendency towards the PPP is greater for a larger deviation between the current crack
shape and the PPP." The faster growth rates can be seen during the first few iterations of
the algorithm along the free surfaces in Figure 15 and near the center of the crack in
Figure 16.
Another way to illustrate that a crack grows more quickly where the shape
deviates the most from the steady-state shape is provided by Figure 18. Most notable
about this graph is the very low number of cycles needed for the first four steps to begin
smoothing the sharp comers of the quarter-circular crack. Other regions of interest are the
last 13 steps of the fillet-shaped crack and the last 3 steps of the circular crack; both
curves have become linear. The linear sections indicate that a 'steady state' has been
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reached. After reaching 'steady-state,' a similar shape will propagate with constant values
of the strain energy release rate along the length of the crack front. The original shape of
the crack front does not change the final crack front shape, and this can be seen by
comparing the final shapes of the cracks.
The evolution of the strain energy release rates as the crack propagates is shown
in Figure 19. In both plots, the initial shapes, as detailed earlier in Section 4.2 - Results
from the Firs~ Step, correspond to 'Step 1'. Once a steady state has been reached, the
strain energy release rates have become constant. Before normalization, these plots
overlapped each other. When KIT is normalized with the equation KIT =~(jT.,J;;z, where
7r
a is the distance from the origin to the central node of the crack, the normalized ~
GIT
values decrease. As the G values approach a constant value, Figure 20 shows the
normalized KI , CpL and Klll plots flattening as the crack progresses while rjIL and KII
maintain shapes close to those of the first step. In Figure 21, KI' KII' rjIL smooth over
time while Klll and CpL do not.
It has been observed that decohesion of thin films on brittle substrates often
initiates at the edge or comer of the specimen and propagates toward the interior on the
interface. After extending for a length on the order of the film thickness, the crack is
frequently observed to deviate into the substrate [1, 7]; the transition between interfacial
cracking and kinking out of the interface was not accounted for in these planar crack
models. In the simulations performed here, all cracks were forced to maintain their
planarity and stay on the interface.
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6.2 -Algorithm Variables
Selecting the crack extension rate per step, LJamax, was initially done arbitrarily
until it was found that there are acceptable bounds for what can be used. For reasonable
results, the crack advance distance per step must be chosen appropriately. If a value for
LJamax is selected which is too small, the algorithm will produce large data sets, and each
will reflect very little change in the model. Since running FRAC3D can take upwards of
an hour per step, running the algorithm through many unnecessary iterations wastes
computing power, storage space, and time. On the other hand, a value of LJamax must be
selected that is small enough so that oscillations do not occur. This happens when a
curved section of a crack front has nearly arrived at its 'steady-state' configuration. Since
the step taken by the algorithm is too great, previously concave sections of the crack front
will become convex and vice versa; a 'smooth' crack front will be bypassed because of
the large LJamax value. While simulating crack growth, a value of L1amax equal to 2.5% of
the initial x or y-axis values was found acceptable while 5% or higher was not. For
example, a symmetric crack with x and y-axis intercepts of4.0 mm was found to advance
smoothly with crack advancement steps of0.1 mm.
The value of the temperature difference, LJT, specified by the user during the
beginning of the algorithm makes an enormous difference in the number of cycles
computed. For example, using the values from Table 1, a calculation for decreasing the
temperature difference by half, from 20° to 10° C, is detailed below. First,
And with Equation 5, it follows that
I1T oc AK. (20)
(21)
Next, Equation 4 is rearranged, and two of them are set up as a ratio
m
= (I1G2 Jm
I1G 'I
(22)
where C, LIa, and m are constant. In Equation 20, a decrease in the temperature
difference, LIT, by an order of2 (with m= 6.0) will result in an increase in the number of
cycles required to produce an equal distance of crack advancement, dA, of 46.0 = 4096
times.
6.3 - A Numerical Problem
Recent documentation on the use of FRAC3D software including the tutorials by
Heffes [25, 26, and 27], explains the process for writing out the six files needed for
running CONVERT and FRAC3D (see an explanation of this Section 5.0 The
Propagation Algorithm). To write the needed output files, the following ANSYS·
commands are used: ELIST, for elements, NLIST, for nodes, and DLIST, to write the
constrained degrees of freedom. Since these are similar commands writing out similar
files, this seemed logical. Many months were spent struggling to get smoother crack
fronts and strain energy release rate graphs were to no avail. It was then suggested that a
command called NWRITE be used to define the nodal locations instead of the NLIST
command. Results varied greatly each time the algorithm was run. The advantage of
NWRITE is that the file it writes in double precision with nine significant figures rather
than five. Upon running the algorithm the first time with the new command, the
difference was noticeable. Instead of having to try, in vain, to smooth the stress intensity
factors, the NWRITE results could be used without smoothing.
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6.4 - Phase Angle (ylj Investigations
Although few articles were found that quantify the effects of phase angle, it has
been observed that lower phase angles lead to shorter fatigue life predictions due to the
predominance of the more severe mode I stress intensity factor. Hutchinson and Suo
summarized the previous work on phase angle and its relationship to interfacial fatigue
life [7], but studies cited therein measured only the critical strain energy release rates, Gc•
It is believed that the effects of a high phase angle will do more than increase the Gc for a
bimaterial interface; it will also decrease the crack propagation rate, hence,
da =f(G,Ij/).
dn
(23)
To model this most accurately, it has been conjectured that m (from Equation 4) must be
modified and the resulting relationship looks like
(24)
The only data found in the literature to verify this hypothesis comes from Snodgrass et al.
[6] where two data points were presented. On the interface they investigated, a phase
angle, 'If, of 0° produces m - 6 and at a 'If of 43° results in m ~ 4. The 'If = 0° was
produced using a double cantilever beam test while !If = 43° was produced under the
mixed-mode delaminating beam configuration (also called the t-crack bend specimen).
Although more sophisticated equations could be postulated, it was assumed that a linear
relationship between m and 'If is justifiable since fatigue data only exists for these two
phase angles. The equation of a straight line through these two points (in radians) is
(25)
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The results for the phase angle controlled crack propagation algorithm are plotted
in Figure 22: Plot of the nodal points of the advancing quarter-circular comer crack. The
straight line is to illustrate the curvature of the crack front.Figure 22, Figure 23, and
Figure 24. Figure 22 depicts the growth of the originally fillet-shaped crack. When
comparing this phase angle controlled graph to the results using only strain energy
release rate, in Figure 15 and Figure 16, it can be seen that the edges propagate more
rapidly in the phase angle controlled model than the central nodes. Figure 23 presents a
comparison of phase angle and strain energy release rate results after 19 iterations of the
propagation algorithm. Although it may look like the phase angle controlled graph
advances much more rapidly, this is not the case because the m values (calculated with
Equation 25) range from 2.9 to 3.5 as compared to m == 6 for the other simulations. This
causes the phase angle controlled model to propagate approximately three orders of
magnitude more slowly. The final plot, Figure 24 shows the change in the Gtotal over the
advancement of the crack. When compared to similar graphs (in Figure 19), it can be
seen that Figure 24 starts in a similar fashion to the fillet-shaped crack. The primary
difference is that during the final propagations, the G values never approached a constant
value as they did in the prior examples. Also, phase angle was found not to change
greatly over the course of the iterations.
It was found that controlling the crack advance with the phase angle produced the
following results. The crack edges propagated faster than the central nodes of similar
shaped cracks. The crack propagated far more slowly than those using only the strain
energy release rate, and phase angle controlled cracks evolved into different shapes.
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Finally, the G-values never became constant for phase angle, as was seen when the strain
energy release rate controlled propagation.
Table 1: Constants in the power-law growth-rate relationships obtained by fitting cyclic-fatigue
debond growth rate curves. Results from the mid-range growth rates only [6].
Adhesion Promoter C(J/ml ) m AGth (J/ml )
None 4.0 x 10 -Ij 6.0 3.4
Amino-silane 4.2 x 10-1'1 6.2 6.1
Vinyl-silane 1.7 x 10 -lj 6.1 7.0
Table 2: Material properties of silicon and benzocyclobutene (BCB) [22].
Material Young's Modulus, E Poisson's Ratio, v Thermal Expansion, a
BCB 2.9 GPa 0.34 5.2 x10-:l
Silicon 128.28 GPa 0.279 2.6 x10·o
singular line
corner point
Figure 1: Locations ofstress singularities on an interface between dissimilar materials.
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Figure 2: Depiction of an interface crack advancing along bond place between dissimilar materials.
Baseline l00TC 200TC
300TC 500TC 1500TC
Figure 3: A series of C-SAM images of the progression of a corner crack at the interface between the
silicon die and epoxy underfill in a flip chip package.
Note: TC means 'thermal cycles.' (Courtesy of David Peterson, Sandia National Laboratories).
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figure 2: Depiction of an interface crack advancing along bond place between dissimilar materials.
Baseline l00TC 200TC
300TC 500TC 1500TC
figure 3: A series of C-SAM images of the progression of a corner crack at the interface between the
silicon die and epoxy underfill in a flip chip package.
:"ote: TC means ·thermal cycles.' (Courtesy of David Peterson, Sandia National Laboratories).
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Figure 4: Stress intensity factors will be calculated along the crack front (i=I-6). as applicable to
Equations 2 - 4.
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Figure 5: The finite element model used for the simulations.
The values for these parameters shown here are those typically used: D = W = 0.05, Tl = T2 = 0.01,
and a = b = 0.004.
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Figure 6: Top view and mesh of a) the quarter-circular corner crack and b) the fillet-shaped corner
crack. .
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Figure 7: This shows the fmite element mesh and the level of refinement at the interface and crack
front. The internal black line denotes the crack surface.
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Figure 8: Step 1 results from the quarter-circular corner crack showing a) normalized stress
intensity factors as a function of (J for a corner crack on a BCB epoxy/silicon interface subjected to a
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Figure 9: Step l·normalized strain energy release rates as a function of 0 for the quarter-circular
corner crack on a BCB epoxy/silicon interface subjected to a -AT (0C) uniform cooling.
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Figure 10: Plot~ of effective stresses in the quarter-circular crack a) from a side view and b) at the
crack opening. Warping scaled by 100.
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Figure 10: Plots of effective stresses in the quarter-circular crack a) from a side view and b) at the
crack opening. Warping scaled by 100.
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Figure 11: Step 1 results from the fillet-shaped crack showing a) normalized stress intensity factors
as a function of (J on a BCB epoxy/silicon interface subjected to a -l:!.T (OC) uniform cooling and b)
normalized phase angles lftLand IPL'
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Figure 11: Step 1 results from the fillet-shaped crack showing a) normalized stress intensity factors
as a function of 0 on a BCB epoxy/silicon interface sUbjected to a -6.1 (OC) uniform cooling and b)
normalized phase angles ifJt. Ilnd ¢Jt.•
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Figure 12: Step 1 normalized strain energy release rates as a function of () for the fiUet-shaped corner
crack on a BCB epoxy/silicon interface subjected to a -IlT (0C) uniform cooling.
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Figure 13: A plot of the effective stresses in the first step of the fiUet-shaped crack.
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
Figure L\:.\ plot of the effective stresses in the tirst step ofthe tillet-shaped crack.
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Figure 14: Flow chart describing the workings of the crack advance algorithm.
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Figure 15: Plot of the nodal points of the advancing quarter-circular corner crack. The straight line is to illustrate the curvature of the crack front.
Note: Figure 18 plots the number of cycles to reach each crack front (step 19 requires4.0 x 104 cycles).
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Figure 17: Finite element meshes after 20 steps. They are a) the circular crack and b) the fillet-
shaped crack.
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Crack development
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Figure 18: Plot of the location of the free surface node vs. the number of thermal cycles undergone to
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Note: Each data point represents one crack advance step.
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Figure 19: Plots of the total strain energy release rates over the entire propagation of the crack front
for a) the quarter-circular case and b) the fillet-shaped crack.
Note: See Figure 9 for the normalization equations.
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Figure 21: The development of a) the normalized stress intensity factors and b) the rotated phase
angles over the course to the iterations in the fillet-shaped corner crack. Results shown every five
steps.
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Figure 24: Plots of the total strain energy release rates over the entire propagation of the crack front
for the fillet-shaped case using phase angles to control crack advances.
Note: See Figure 9 for the normalization equations.
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